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Description 2024 EAST TO WEST Ahara 390DS, EAST TO WEST Ahara fifth wheel 390DS
highlights: Two Full Baths Kitchen Island with Countertop Extensions MORryde
Steps 24" Residential Style Oven Four Slide Outs Two Bedrooms If you're looking
for a luxury fifth wheel with more space for friends and family, you've found it in
this Ahara! The main entry door opens up to the living area with dual opposing
slides, a 50" LED TV with a fireplace, plus a full kitchen with residential
appliances, a hutch, and even a pantry for dry goods and snacks. Everyone can
meet here in the evenings to dine at the free-standing dinette with a storage
ottoman or relax on the theater seating. You'll love the rear master suite with its
king bed slide out, drawers under the bed, and full rear bath with the unique rear
second entry door. And check out the Ahara Sky Suite loft above this room for
even more sleeping or storage space! Your guests will find the front private
bedroom to be accommodating since it includes a king bed slide out, drawers
under the bed, pus a large wardrobe to keep clothes tidy. There is also a closet
with washer and dryer pre. Who knows, you may just choose this bedroom for
your own! There is just too much luxury to name on the EAST TO WEST Ahara
fifth wheel! These units are quite impressive, and once you see them, you'll know
what we mean. The Ahara first grabs your attention with its hi-gloss gel-coated
fiberglass exterior which showcases two power awnings with LED lights, an LP
quick connect, an exterior cable/satellite hookup, and a universal all-in-one
docking station. For towing, you'll find a MORryde CRE 3000 suspension, Dexter
Gladiator thick-wall 7,000-LB axles with Nev-R-Adjust brakes, and preparations for
a rearview camera. Traveling during all seasons is also made easy with the high-
efficiency triple A/C system, a 40,000 BTU high-capacity furnace, a heated,
insulated, and enclosed underbelly and dump valves with circulating heat, and
Radiant Technology Composites insulation in the roof, front cap, and underbelly.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: SLC083
VIN Number: 5ZT3AH4B0R9100756
Condition: New
Length: 42
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 4
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Item address South Salt Lake, Utah, United States
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